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Abstract
Visual programming as a technique to support users to
learn programming is an active field of research. Bringing
together the hot topic of Smart Environments and the visual
programming paradigm we present the Block-based Enduser programming tool for SMart Environments (BEESM).
The dedicated application domain engages users to get
interested in programming. BEESM allows to learn the
general purpose of programming and rapidly prototype
and customize applications in the context of smart environments. This approach enables users to program smart
environments, microcontrollers and mobile robots one at
a time and in combination with each other. It provides a
block-based rapid programming tool as a hassle-free environment for educators and engineers to make it compatible
with different smart devices and environments.
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Introduction
Inexperienced users and novice programmers, the targeted
users of BEESM, typically have difficulties to understand

the requirements of designing, executing and debugging
software programs [8, 10]. Learning and recalling code
syntax is hard because it requires a high cognitive load for
the targeted users. Furthermore, assembling and manipulating code structures is error prone for different reasons
[2, 10]. Compared to the complexity of source code programming, visual programming has a great potential to
facilitate programming for these users [8, 12]. In particular, block-based programming emerged as a form of visual
programming that reduces the cognitive load by encapsulating the code into smaller code chunks and relying on
recognition of blocks instead of remembering the code syntax. Furthermore, the blocks assist users to assemble the
code without basic errors as manipulation of code structure [2, 10]. For example, a string block can be plugged
into a length block, but not into a math arithmetic block.
Nevertheless, inexperienced users who are interested in
having an easy way to customize their programming ideas
into real-world environments face two issues while working with block-based educational programming tools. First,
the tools are not applied to real-world objects and environments. Second, although the tool can in principle be applied to the real and tangible objects, actually adapting it to,
for instance, mobile robots, microcontrollers or smart environments requires to work and become familiar with many
other tools [6, 7, 10, 11].
This paper contributes the design and development of
BEESM, a Block-based End-user programming tool for
SMart Environments with having both aforementioned issues in mind. This approach enables users to program
smart environments, microcontrollers and mobile robots
one at a time and in combination with each other. Having
a tool like BEESM helps users to have a short time span
between the development of ideas and their implementation
in real environments. This should leverage the interest of

users for programming and help them by adequate computational support.

State of the Art
This section introduces end-user programming techniques
and design principles and gives a brief overview of visual
programming in commercial and educational tools.
End-user programming (EUP) research aims at enabling
inexperienced users and novice programmers to learn and
make programs [7, 10, 13]. Regarding to the EUP systems,
six learning barriers which are design, selection, coordination, use, understanding and information were addressed
in [10]. The definition of these six barriers are based on
the concept of programming interface which includes programming language constructs such as loops, conditionals,
operators, variables, functions, objects and libraries. With
this regard, EUP tools should be easy to learn, easy to use
and helpful to minimize the distractions of users’ goal and
the learning barriers [9, 10]. Block-based commercial and
educational programming tools for users resulted from applying a set of techniques and design principles for EUP
from [8, 9, 10, 12, 13].
Behavioral programming is a technique in which all independent behaviors are wrapped into individual events which
are executed at run-time [5]. However, its expressivity is
limited as it does not, for instance, allow to program the
change of a status of a smart object depending on the status of another object. Hence we disregarded this technique
in our approach. Trigger-action programming is another
type of end-user programming used to enable inexperienced users to program a smart home objects [6]. A prominent example is the trigger-action programming method
included in the “if this then that” (IFTTT) service. IFTTT
executes an action when an event occurs. Another form
of end-user programing is programming by demonstration

(PBD). Using PBD in the context of a smart home, inexperienced users are able to demonstrate a situation and
a desired behavior for smart devices using a set of examples [4]. These approaches allow users to apply changes
to smart objects, but they do not help to learn general purposes of programming.
Visual programming
Visual or graphical programming was used to enable inexperienced users to understand and create programs with
little training [3]. Visual programming environments are intended to reduce the complexity of programming for inexperienced users and novice programmers. Implemented in visual programming environments or editors such as Scratch
and mblock, they can be used to create interactive applications (using Scratch) and to program robots/Arduino (using
mblock) [1, 7]. Droplet is another block-based educational
tool helping to work with both blocks and text code and allows users to become familiar with code syntax [1]. Visual
programming, in particular Google Blockly, has been used
in educational and commercial tools, such as UNC++Duino
[11] and CustomPrograms [7].

Overview of BEESM
BEESM is designed as a rapid block-based programming
tool for educational purposes to help inexperienced users
and novice programmers to program. It provides visual programming in a web-based environment to program mobile
robots, microcontrollers and smart environments. In this
tool, in order to simplify programming for the users, BEESM
supports to encapsulate behaviors of smart objects in different functions and to present them as basic programming
primitives. BEESM can thus be used to program:
• Smart Environments: BEESM can be adapted and
applied to smart environments if they support the web
socket communication protocol and Remote Procedure Call (RPC) technology.

• Mobile Robots: BEESM can be applied to any mobile
robot with autonomous navigation running on Robot
Operating System (ROS).
• Microcontrollers: BEESM can be applied to any microcontroller running on Arduino Software by generating Arduino code for them.
BEESM is primarily designed for users to enable them to
make programs. It includes different programming language features like variables, conditionals, loops, predefined functions and operators based on the visual editor
Google Blockly. BEESM provides visual programming for
the Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) programming language
and Arduino code. It allows to program smart environments
and mobile robots using PHP. Furthermore, for Arduino programming, it takes advantage of blocklyDuino which is used
in [11].
Primitives
In previous work, capabilities of smart devices were organized into primitives [6, 7, 11]. These primitives are defined
as a set of custom blocks implemented in BEESM to allow
users to work with them and see the reactions of smart objects in real-time. In this way, apart from predefined blocks,
a set of custom blocks are provided for all primitives with inputs, outputs and types of connections. In a smart environment, the smart objects have a set of primitive behaviors,
such as changeable status or being creatable by users.
Robot’s behavior and capabilities were implemented into
primitives. Each primitive can be called through a function
such as navigating the robot to a location. These primitives
generate PHP code syntax and enable users to work with
them in order to see the reaction of robots and smart devices. Furthermore, primitive Arduino’s behavior is wrapped
in a set of blocks which generate Arduino code. Users can
then integrate these primitives into general purpose of programming languages like variables, conditionals, loops,

functions, etc.
Graphical interface
BEESM is divided into three parts which are Smart Environment, Mobile Robot and Microcontroller. Based on the
interaction techniques which are addressed in [9, 10, 13],
four panels were designed in all three parts. These panels
enable users having a full vision of the Blocks, code syntax,
output of the code, and a 2D view of the smart environment
(see Figure 1). The four panels are:
(a) Blockly UI includes a simple block-based workspace
and a toolbox that contains predefined and customized
blocks. The workspace is used to reduce the syntax
errors and provide the programming language constructs.
(b) A Code panel demonstrates the generated code by
blocks to users and enables them to edit the code
syntax. To this end, a simple version of programming
languages used to help users identify mistakes.
(c) An Output panel shows program’s output and errors
for debugging purposes.
(d) 2D graphical view of the smart environment and
robot’s position provides users a picture of how the
objects status are changed based on their program.
Compilation and execution
A useful feature of BEESM is the ability to run the code either from Blockly workspace or from the Code panel. Users
can change the code by clicking on the Modify Code button and run it from the Code panel instead of the Blockly
workspace. However, the panel will be changed back to the
code generated by blocks, if the Generate Code button is
clicked again (see Figure 1). BEESM allows users to toggle
between blocks and code syntax to familiarize with it. This
enables users to program smart environments, microcontrollers, and mobile robots using both blocks or directly with
source code.

Figure 1: BEESM Graphical UI.

BEESM Architecture
As shown in Figure 2, BEESM is divided into the three layers which are Frontend, Middleware and Backend:
• The Frontend includes BEESM user interface. Users
can generate either PHP code or Arduino code using
a set of blocks or directly using code syntax. In the
Smart Environment and Mobile Robot parts, each
block generates PHP code based on their inputs and
outputs. Arduino code is generated in the Microcontroller part in order to upload the code directly towards microcontrollers.
• The Middleware consists of three files containing a
set of wrapper functions for the primitive behavior of
smart objects, mobile robots and microcontrollers.
These wrapper functions help to execute corresponding functions which are understandable for smart environments using OpenHab2 (a unified open-source
home automation tool), Robot Operating System
(ROS) and microcontrollers using CherryPy (an opensource web-framework).
• The Backend consists of OpenHab2 and CherryPy
which includes exchangeable functions for the re-

the board using our backend as a helper for Google Blockly.
BEESM architecture and its primitives provide a hasslefree environment for educators and engineers. They are
able to use BEESM for educational purposes for different
smart environments and devices. BEESM can help users
via using graphical blocks to generate code syntax instead
of memorizing it. This approach reduces syntax errors and
eases the manipulation of code structures.
Figure 2: BEESM Architecture.

spective environment. Currently, OpenHab2 contains
the functions for smart environments, and CherryPy
contains the functions for mobile robots based on
ROS. For microcontrollers, CherryPy is used as a
helper for Google Blockly to receive the generated
code via an HTTP request and upload it on microcontrollers.
Overall BEESM is a customizable tool to assist inexperienced users and novice programmers to learn and build
PHP code in order to program smart environments and mobile robots. Furthermore, Arduino code is used to program
microcontrollers. The code for program is generally done
by generating it for blocks which are at the top level of the
program. When the user runs the program, the generated
code is sent to our Backend through Middleware. In this
approach, smart environments can be controlled through
mobile robots and microcontrollers. They can communicate
with each other either directly or via Middleware. In an educational tool, this helps educators to give different accessibility to users based on their needs and prior knowledge.
BEESM backend consists of exchangeable functions for
corresponding environments. Educators and engineers can
change these functions to adapt and customize BEESM to
other smart environments and mobile robots. In the Microcontroller part, the generated code is directly uploaded into

Future Work
This approach was tested on a smart ambient assisted living lab flat, a TurtleBot3 as well as on Arduino Uno and
WEMOS D1 boards. A necessary feature that needs to
be added to BEESM is to enable users to control mobile
robots using different microcontrollers such as WEMOS
D1 boards. One of the most important future contributions is the evaluation of ease of use and expressiveness
of BEESM amid the users with and without prior programming knowledge. Furthermore, BEESM does not yet provide real-time hints for debugging purposes to help users,
but developing such an implementation is future work.

Conclusion
We presented the design and development of BEESM, a
Block-based End-user programming application for SMart
Environments. BEESM allows inexperienced users and
novice programmers to rapidly prototype and experiment
with new applications for smart devices and environments.
In conclusion, BEESM is designed to support real-world
programs and educational tasks. BESSM is designed to
be a block-based rapid programming tool which provides
a hassle-free environment for educators and engineers to
make it compatible with different smart environments and
devices for educational purposes.
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